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About This Game
A brilliant but misunderstood professor, you've been to the Tree of Life, and lived to tell about it. Only no one will believe you.
Your students have even begun to make fun of you… Until an elderly gentleman shows up at your door, and your whole life
changes once again.
Are the Three Stones really a portal to another world? Find that out and more as you follow your colleague's trail to track down
the truth of his strange disappearance. Explore beautiful, strange worlds, and watch out for surprising twists that will leave you
wondering. If the tiara fits…
This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:
Play the bonus game to bring back the Sun Diamond!
Find collectible dog biscuits and flitting fairies!
Get soundtracks, wallpapers, screensavers, and concept art
Read more in the Lore Book
Use the available Strategy Guide
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amaranthine voyage the living mountain collector's edition. amaranthine voyage the living mountain collector's edition
walkthrough
It's a nice game.
It has a classic point & click gameplay, simple but very effective pixel perfect graphics, inmersive music and simple but
effective sound effects.
It also has some interesting and tricky puzzles.
Resolving all puzzles quickly the game lasts about 2 hours.. I like the new generator parts. It is very well done.

Good job!. Meh. I'm truly one way or the other about this one. i like the style, the music, and the humor, but the gameplay and
controls are a tad wonky. gonna have to thumbs down this one, but not with contempt or anything, it just isnt my thing. Hello,
A dark revisiting of the rise of Uther Pendragon, in a comic-like visual graphics. Fights are tactical and brutal, and the
characters are rather well balanced. I found this game to be pleasant in both mechanics and designs. Character progression is
easy to grasp and empower the characters significantly, without breaking the balance of combat.
One flaw though, it is short : under fifteen hours, start to finish, and not much in way of replayability. Given the overall quality
of the game, I really hope for it to be a launch for bigger games made with the same care.
Good work, and hopefully good continuation, to the devs, and enjoy to the players !. A short lasting game for your guilty
pleasure but hey, you can't go wrong for 59 cents and there's only one reason you'd insist on wanting to think about buying it (
\u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
This game shouldn't exist because my pp got hard and I ended up playing with one hand if you catch my drift ( \u0361\u00b0
\u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)\t. This game is amazing, frustrating and addictiv at the same time.
the most frustrating thing got to be that you always feel a bit weaker than the stuff you fight against.
also a good story and hard bosses all an all i real like this game
Obs!
i play without a controller, hard to get use to but all worth it. it's a ♥♥♥♥ing hard game
. this is gr8 m8 i r8 8 out ov 8
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Sadly it's just a frustratofest. And looks like intentionally so, at least to some degree. I doubt developers wanted to have bad
controls, but that's what they created besides other poorly thought-out things. Looks like some people enjoy the game though, so
maybe give it a try if you feel so, but expect frustration.. trash I wasn't able to install it.. I've tried everything.. Simple to play,
impossible to master. Lightweight game on par with solitaire or hearts as a desktop stalwart. Fun or frustrating depending on
your mood. 8.1. DOESN'T work on high systems. It's a good idea, but not well made. Really flawed and would have actually
been the first game i would have used steam refund for... The problem is you don't really realize how
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game is within less than two hours. At least it was 50% off when i bought it.
Point is, i really can not recommend this game to anyone. It's plain \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t, more a
mobilegame than anything else.. Simple yet challenging problem solving game. Really smooth, but still would have liked to see
some options. Especially a way to adjust sound and music.
Great way to spend some overtime you have.. Fun casual game. Just wish that there were more dinos and that they would eat
people if they got loose. :). hi guys.. i accidentally sell my cash item weapon how can i bring it back?. 6\/10
I want to like this a lot because I really enjoyed Wii Sports. Unfortunately it falls short.
First off, it feels lonely. In game there aren't any AI bots walking around or making noise giving you the feeling of being
somewhere like in Wii Sports. Having friends watch you from outside of the Vive is nice but you don't feel immersed because
you are alone in the game world but talking to real people next to you. Add bots that sit and watch it are having random
conversations or cheering or playing their own games beside your area.
Second, the only good games are bowling and basketball. The archery is mediocre, soccer goalie is unintuitive, the homerun
derby is worse than Wii Sports, and shooting and boxing are absolutely awful. But the games does right is polish on these games.
I haven't experienced any bugs.
There's a lot to improve on and hopefully the dev will add more mini games within each game. For example, for basketball
instead of just 3 point contest add HORSE or maybe 1v1 with a bot. For archery maybe add moving targets or time attack
mode. Bowling maybe add bot for 1v1 or add obstacle mode like Wii Sports. Expansions are endless. Wii Sports did a good job
as an entry into the system when that was released. With more additions to VRSports, it could probably have the same impact as
well.
For $9 at the time of this review, I recommend this ONLY as more of a tech demo for showing new to VR people. This "game"
has potential and I hope the dev fleshes it out further. The lack of any settings menu is odd as well and I hope in the future we
can maybe have an avatar to customize or at least adjust graphical options.. For THE EMPEROR!
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